Goethe Boutique

Promotional Items
(see order form for prices)

- Gratuliere!
Pencil + Eraser

- Sei umweltfreundlich!
Wood pencil

- Mein Lineal
Ruler

- Gut gemacht
Clappers

- Deutsch ist cool
Bookmark

- Keyring

- Rucksack

- Stickers (6 per sheet)

- Viel Glück
Stress Pig

- Weltsprache Deutsch
Stress Ball

Postcards – see next page
Set of postcards – 5 different images per set – printed both sides

The reverse side has ‘Gut gemacht!’ and an introduction and brief explanation about the image.

To be used to acknowledge personal learning achievements and create a positive relationship between the teacher and families

Bulk buy for value.